
Suint Data-Strutures for Labeled GraphsJérémy BarbayDavid R. Cheriton Shool of Computer SieneUniversity of Waterloo, Canada.Tehnial Report CS-2006-48Abstrat. Suint data-strutures support e�ient searh queries while using spae asymptotiallyoptimal. Suh data-strutures are known for strutures suh as binary strings, ordinal and ardinaltrees, graphs, binary relations, labeled and multi-labeled trees. We onsider graphs where eah nodeis assoiated to an arbitrary number of labels. We show that some ategories of suh graphs have asuint enoding whih supports e�iently label-based navigation and searh operators.Keywords: Labeled Graphs, Suint Data-Strutures.1 IntrodutionSuint data-strutures support e�ient searh queries while using spae asymptotially optimal.Suh data-strutures are known for strutures suh as binary strings, ordinal [13℄ and ardinal trees,unlabeled graphs [13℄, and binary relations [1℄. Those strutures are not only asymptotially smallerand faster than the pointer based data-strutures, they were also shown to be more e�ient inpratie [6, 8, 15℄.Suint data-strutures an be divided in two ategories: suint integrated enodings, whihenode the whole data itself in suh a way to support operators e�ently [1, 11℄; and suintindexes, whih desribe only the additional information required in order to support e�iently someoperators [2, 5℄. Suint indexes and suint integrated enodings are losely related, but they aredi�erent onepts: suint indexes make assumptions only on the ADT through whih the givendata is aessed, while suint enodings represent data in spei� formats. The onsequenes ofthis di�erene of onept are that suint indexes are more di�ult to design (one an design asuint enoding from a suint index, but the onverse is not true); suint indexes supportoperators in sligthly worse times than suint integrated enodings [2℄, lower bounds are easier tode�ne for suint indexes [10℄; and suint indexes an be freely ombined whereas in general twosuint integrated enodings annot be ombined in a single one.Combining the suint data-struture (integrated enoding or index) for binary relations withanother basi data-struture yields labeled versions of those strutures. For instane, a multi-labeledtree is the ombination of an ordinal tree with a binary relation whih assoiates eah node of the treeto a set of labels [1℄. It is su�ient to ombine the suint enodings of the binary relation and thebasi struture to enode the labeled struture, but supporting interesting operators requires extrawork. For instane, in the ase of multi-labeled trees, the support of the searh for desendantsof a node x with a given label α is redued to a searh in the binary relation whih assoiatesnodes to label, provided that the nodes are ordered in an order where all the desendants of x areonseutive [1℄.1 Contat the Corresponding Author at jbarbay�uwaterloo.a



Jaobson, who introdued the onept of suint enodings, de�ned an enoding for undiretedplanar graphs, and more generally for graphs of bounded book-thikness [13℄. This enoding is basedon the deomposition of the graph in a �nite number of �pages�, where eah page an be enodedas a binary string of opening and losing parenthesis: the navigation in the graph is redued tooperators on these strings. This enoding uses spae within a onstant fator of the lower boundsuggested by information theory.We onsider multi-labeled graphs, de�ned as graphs where eah node is assoiated to a set oflabels from a �nite alphabet. Our main results are twofold:� Combining the suint index for binary relations with Jaobson's enoding for graphs ofbounded book-thikness, we de�ne an enoding for multi-labeled graphs of bounded book depth,whih supports e�iently label-based navigation operators suh as �nding the nodes labeled αonneted (resp. diretly onneted) to a node x.� Observing that a bipartite graph is exatly a binary relation between two sets of nodes, weapply a sheme similar to the one desribed above to de�ne a suint enoding for multi-labeledbipartite graphs, whih supports the same label-based operators. Similarly, observing that anoriented graph on n nodes is a n × n binary relation, we de�ne a suint enoding for multi-labeled orirented graphs, whih supports the same label-based operators.This paper is organized as follows: we outline the design of suint data strutures for severaldata types that we either use or relate to in Setion 2. We desribe the general sheme to ombine agraph representation with a binary relation representaion in order to support label-based navigationoperators on labeled graphs in Setion 3, applying it to Jaobson's basi struture for graphs ofbounded book-thikness. We onlude with some researh perspetive in Setion 4.All our results are in the Random Aess Memory (RAM) model where words are of size Θ(lg n),where n denotes the number of nodes in the graph. We assume that the nodes are all distinguishable,and in partiular our use of the term �labeled graph� should not be onfused with the de�nition of�unlabeled graphs� from Naor [17℄.2 Previous WorkSuint data strutures were introdued by Jaobson [13℄, to enode bit vetors, tree strutures andplanar graphs in spae essentially equal to the information-theoreti lower bound, while supportingappropriate operators on them e�iently. For bit vetors, Jaobson de�ned two useful operators:given a bit vetor B[1, . . . , n], a bit α ∈ {0, 1}, an objet1 x ∈ [n] and an integer r ∈ [n], theoperator bin_rank
B

(α, x) returns the number of ourrenes of α in B[1, ..., x], and the operator
bin_select

B
(α, r) returns the position of the r-th label α in B, or −∞ if it does not exist. For

α ∈ {0, 1}, the operator bin_rank
B

(α, x) returns the number of ourrenes of α in B[1..x], andthe operator bin_select
B
(α, r) returns the position of the r-th α in B. For oniseness, we omitthe subsript B when it is lear from the ontext. Enodings for binary strings supporting thoseoperators have been extensively studied, and we onsider several omplementary solutions dependingof the appliation.Lemma 1. A bit vetor B of length n with v 1s an be represented using either: (a) n + o(n)bits [5, 13℄; or (b) lg

(

n

v

)

+ O(n lg lg n/ lg n) bits [18℄, to support the aess to eah bit, bin_rankand bin_select in O(1) time.1 We use [i] to denote the set {1, 2, ..., i}. 2



A less powerful version of bin_rank(1, x), whih we denote bin_rank′(1, x), returns −1 insteadof the the number of 1s in B[1..x] when B[x] = 0. It is still useful in some appliation, and uses lessspae:Lemma 2 ([18℄). A bit vetor B of length n with v 1s an be represented using lg
(

n

v

)

+ o(v) +
O(lg lg n) bits to support the aess to eah bit, bin_rank′(1, x) and bin_select(1, r) in O(1) time.2.1 Ordinal Trees and Planar GraphsAn ordinal tree is a rooted tree in whih the hildren of a node are ordered and spei�ed by theirranks. Preorder and postorder traversals of suh trees are well-known. We also use a di�erentorder for traversals, namely DFUDS, whih is the order assoiated with the depth �rst unary degreesequene [3℄ representation, where all the hildren of a node are listed before its other desendants.Various suint data strutures were designed to represent ordinal trees [3, 9, 13, 14, 16℄.Benoit et al. [3℄ proposed the DFUDS representation of an ordinal tree using 2n + o(n) bits tosupport various navigational operations, whih is lose to the lower bound suggested by informationtheory (2n − Θ(lg n) bits). Jansson et al. [14℄ extended this representation to support a riher setof navigational operations. The operations that we onsider in this paper are as follows (we refer toeah node by its preorder number):� child(x, i), i-th hild of node x for i ≥ 1;� child_rank(x), number of left siblings of node x;� depth(x), depth of node x, i.e. the number of edges in the rooted path to x;� level_anc(x, i), i-th anestor 2 of node x for i ≥ 0;� nbdesc(x), number of desendants of node x;� degree(x), degree of node x, i.e. the number of its hildren.Benhart and Kainen [4℄ de�ned book embeddings of undireted graphes, whih speify a uniqueordering of the verties of the graph, and partition the edges into pages suh that the edges on anygiven page do not interset. Using his suint enoding for binary strings, Jaobson [13℄ showedhow to enode eah page of suh a deomposition as a binary string of well balanes parenthesis.In this enoding, the support for navigation operators in the subgraph orresponding to eah pageis redued to operation on parenthesis, whih are supported in onstant time: As four pages aresu�ient to represent planar graphs [19℄, this enoding supports the navigation operators in onstanttime.2.2 Strings and Binary RelationsGrossi et al. [12℄ generalized the operators bin_rank and bin_select to a string (or a sequene)
S of length n over an alphabet of arbitrary size σ, and the operations inlude: string_rank(α, x),whih returns the number of ourrenes of α in S[1..x]; string_select(α, r), whih returns theposition of the r-th ourrene of α in the string; and string_access(x), whih returns theharater at position x in the string. They gave an enoding that takes nH0 + o(n lg σ) bits tosupport these three operators in O(lg σ) time, where n is the length of the string. Golynski etal. [11℄ gave an enoding that uses n (lg σ + o(lg σ)) bits and supports string_rank(α, x) and
string_access(x) in O(lg lg σ) time, and string_select(α, r) in onstant time.2 Given a node x at depth d, its i-th anestor is the anestor of x at depth d − i.3



Barbay et al. [1℄ extended the problem to the enoding of sequenes of n objets where eah objetan be assoiated with a subset of labels from [σ], this assoiation being de�ned by a binary relationof t pairs from [n]×[σ]. The operations inlude: label_rank(α, x), whih returns the number ofobjets labeled α up to (and inluding) x; label_select(α, r), whih returns the position of the
r-th objet labeled α; and label_access(x, α), whih heks whether objet x is assoiated withlabel α. Their representation supports label_rank and label_access in O(lg lg σ) time, and
label_select in onstant time using t(lg σ + o(lg σ)) bits.Barbay et al. [2℄ de�ned a suint index whih does not onstraint how the string or binaryrelation is enoded, and whih supports the same operators in time only slightly worse. This ispartiularly important when using binary relations to ode the assoiation between the labels andthe nodes of a tree or graph, as various operators require the support for operators in various orderson the nodes, the binary relation is enoded only one while eah order orresponds to a di�erentsuint index.Barbay et al. [2℄ also showed how to extend the data-struture to support a limited version of�negative� searhes, ons string and binary relations:De�nition 1. An objet x ∈ [n] mathes the literal α ∈ [σ] if x mathes the label α, and mathesthe literal ᾱ if it does not math the label α. For simpliity, we de�ne [σ̄] to be the set {1, . . . , σ}.Their enoding does not support the selet operator on literals, but rather the operators
string_succ(α, x) and string_pred(α, x), whih return the �rst objet mathing the label αrespetively after and before x: those operators are su�ient for most appliations.2.3 Labeled and Multi-Labeled TreesA labeled tree is an ordinal tree in whih eah node is assoiated with a label from a given alphabet
[σ]; while in a multi-labeled tree, eah node is assoiated with at least one label. We use n to denotethe number of nodes in a tree, and t to denote the total number of node-label pairs in a multi-labeledtree.Geary et al. [9℄ de�ned labeled extensions of the �rst six operators de�ned in Setion 2.1. Theirdata strutures support those in onstant time, but use 2n + n(lg σ + O(σ lg lg lg n/ lg lg n)) bits,whih is muh more than the asymptoti lower bound of n (lg σ − o(lg σ)) suggested by informationtheory when σ is large. Ferragina et al. [7℄ proposed another struture for labeled trees that supportsloating the �rst hild of a given node x labeled α in onstant time, and �nding all the hildren of xlabeled α in onstant time per hild. But it does not e�iently support the retrieval of the anestorsor desendants by labels. Also it uses 2n lg σ + O(n) bits, whih is almost twie the minimum spaerequired to enode the tree. Barbay et al. [1℄ gave an enoding for labeled trees using n (lg σ + o(lg σ))bits to support the retrieval of the anestors or desendants by labels in O(lg lg σ) time, whih isgeneralized to represent multi-labeled trees in t (lg σ + o(lg σ)) bits. Barbay et al. [2℄ applied thesame sheme using a suint index for binary relations, and gave an enoding for multi-labeledtrees whih, in addition to the retrieval of the anestors or desendants by labels, also supports theretrieval of the hildren by label, using one suint index to support the string operators on thepreorder traversal of the tree and another suint index to support the string operators on the
DFUDS traversal of the tree. 4



3 Multi-Labeled GraphsGraphs have too many appliations to list them here, and in many of them eah node is assoiatedto one or more labels.De�nition 2. A multi-labeled graph is a graph where eah node is assoiated to a set of labels froma �nite alphabet.We do not onsider simple labeled graphs as they are just a partiular ase of the multi-labeledase, where the binary relation an be enoded as a string. General graphs an have many edges,whih makes them di�ult to enode in small spae, and makes the navigation operators di�ultto support in e�ient time. We onsider instead several restritions of graphs: graphs of boundedbook-thikness, bipartite graphs and a oriented graphs of bounded degree.3.1 Undireted Graphs of Bounded Book-ThiknessWe �rst onsider graphs of bounded book-thikness [4℄, i.e. whih an be represented on k pages.Without loss of generality, we suppose that the ordering on the nodes of the book representation ofthe graph is the identity (1, . . . , n).Jaobson's enoding supports the enumeration of the neighbors of a node [13, Setion 4.2.2℄.We onsider instead some operators, implitly supported by Jaobson's enoding, whih permit todesribe at one the enumeration of all the nodes mathing a request, and the extration of the �rstnode mathing the request, given the nodes x, y ∈ [n] and an integer r ∈ [n]:� neighbor_nb(x), the number of neighbors of node x;� neighbor_rank(x, y), the position of node y among the neighbors of node x;� neighbor_select(x, r), the r-th node among the neighbors of node x;We extend those operators to labeled trees for a given label or literal α to the label-based operatorson undireted graphs:� lab_neighbor_nb(α, x), the number of neighbors of node x mathing literal α;� lab_neighbor_rank(α, x, y), the position of node y among the neighbors of node x mathinglitteral α;� lab_neighbor_select(α, x, r), the r-th node among the neighbors of node x assoiated withlabel α;� lab_neighbor_succ(α, x, y) (resp. lab_neighbor_pred(α, x, y)), the �rst neighbor of node xmathing literal α after (resp. before) node y;For the sake of generality, we further add the following operators, in the ontext where the graphis not onneted:� lab_connected_nb(α, x), the number of nodes mathing literal α in the same onnetedomponent as node x ;� lab_connected_rank(α, x, y), the position of node y among the nodes mathing literal α inthe same onneted omponent as node x;� lab_connected_select(α, x, r), the r-th node assoiated with label α in the same onnetedomponent as node x;� lab_connected_succ(α, x, y) ( resp. lab_connected_pred(α, x, y)), the �rst node mathingliteral α in the onneted omponent of x after (resp. before) node y;5



All those operators an be supported by an enoding ombining Jaobson's enoding for graphsand Barbay et al.'s suint index for binary relations:Theorem 1. Consider a labeled graph of book-thikness k over n nodes, assoiated with σ labelsin t pairs (t > n), so that it an be aessed in time f(n, σ, t). One an build in time
O(ktf(n, σ, t)) a suint index using kt · o(lg σ) bits whih supports eah label-based operators intime O((lg lg lg σ)2k(f(n, σ) + lg lg σ)).Proof (draft). The proof is based on de�ning several orders on the nodes of the graph. Foreah order, we build a suint index [2, Theorem 2℄ using t · o(lg σ) bits that supports theoperators label_rank and label_access in O(lg lg σ lg lg lg σ(f(n, σ, t) + lg lg σ)) time, and
label_select in O(lg lg lg σ(f(n, σ, t) + lg lg σ)) time.We �rst show how to support the label-based operators on the onneted omponents. In lineartime, assign eah node to a onneted omponent, and order the nodes so that all the nodes of thesame onneted omponent are onseutive. For eah onneted omponent, represent in unary3the number of nodes in this onneted omponent minus one (by de�nition, there is no onnetedomponent of size zero). The onatenation of those representations forms a binary string of lenght n.Enoded in n + o(n) bits using the enoding (a) from Lemma 1, it indiates for eah node of thegraph the range oupied in the order by its onnexted omponent. Supporting the number, rank,selet, predeessor and suessor labeled operators on the onneted omponent is then redued tothe orresponding operators in the binary relation.We now show how to support the label-based operators on neighbors. By de�nition, there is anordering on the nodes and a partition of the edges in k pages, suh that on eah page the edgesdo not ross [4℄. As noted by Jaobson, eah page an be onsidered as a forest of ordinal treesor, in ombination with a binary relation, as a forest of multi-labeled trees. On eah page, traverseeah tree in DFUDS order, so that its hildren are onseutive, and build an index for the binaryrelation relative to this order of the nodes. Note that this order is possibly di�erent from the bookembedding and di�erent from page to page. Hene we build one suint index per page: this is�ne for graphs of bounded book-thikness. Enode all the pages using any enoding for ordinaltrees whih supports the DFUDS rank and selet operators [3, 14℄ and uses at most 2n bits. Asthe neighbors of a node x are its parent followed by its hildren, the label-based neighbor operatorsare then redued to a ombination of operators on the binary relation in the order de�ned on eahpage.The data-struture an be omputed in time linear in the number of pages and assoiationsbetween nodes and labels, and the spae it requires is dominated by the ost of the suint indexesfor the binary relation, kt · o(lg σ) bits. Eah label-based operator is supported by a �nite numberof operations on binary relations, hene the time of O((lg lg lg σ)2k(f(n, σ) + lg lg σ)). ⊓⊔As four pages are su�ient to represent planar graphs [19℄, the enoding is within a onstantfator of the optimal for labeled planar graphs:Corollary 1. Consider a planar labeled graph over n nodes, assoiated with σ labels in t pairs(t > n), so that it an be aessed in time f(n, σ, t). One an build in time O(ktf(n, σ, t)) a suintindex using t ·o(lg σ) bits whih supports eah label-based operators in time O((lg lg lg σ)2k(f(n, σ)+
lg lg σ)).3 The unary enoding of x is the string omposed of x zeroes followed by a one.6



4 ConlusionBarbay et al. [1℄ showed how ordinal trees, ombined with binary relations, yields powerful labeledstrutures suh as multi-labeled trees, through an adequately hosen order on the nodes of the tree.Barbay et al. [2℄ showed that one an use more than one orders on the nodes of the tree, whihpermits to support even more operators on multi-labeled trees. We extend those results to somelasses of graphes, by ombining the data-strutures enoding various types of graphes with suintindexes of a binary relation assoiating nodes and labels.This demonstrates the importane of enodings for binary relations. Basi suint data-strutures suh as binary strings or ordinal trees have been implemented and proved to be moree�ient than pointer based representations [6, 8, 15℄: a pratial implementation of binary relationswill trigger the use of suint enodings in many pratial appliations were labeled strutures arerequired.
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